Chapter 90  Section 1: **MOTORIZED SCOOTER**

Definition: Any 2 wheeled tandem or 3 wheeled device that has handlebars, designed to be stood or sat upon by the operator, powered by an electric or gas powered motor that is capable of propelling the device with or without human propulsion.

**REGULATIONS:**

Valid driver’s license or learner’s permit.

Speed not in excess of **20 miles per hour**.

Operation on **public ways**, not limited access or express state highways.

Obey all **traffic laws and regulations**.

Keep to the **right side of the road** at all times.

**Operational stop and turn signals.**

**Both hands on handlebars** at all times.

**No operation after sunset or before sunrise.**

Protective **headgear**.

**No passengers.**

**PENALTIES:**

First violation: **$25.00**.
Second violation: $25.00 to $50.00 fine.
Third and subsequent violations: $50.00 to $100.00 fine.